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Interdisciplinarity in Engineering
• “Interdisciplinarity is a process of answering a question, solving a

problem that is too broad or complex to be dealt with adequately by
a single discipline or profession.”1

• Due to the social, economic, environmental, and medical challenges
in our society, engineers need to work both within and outside the
boundaries of their own discipline.

• Engineers need the ability to understand and apply concepts from
fields other than their own.2

• Educators must train engineering students to combine concepts from
various disciplines to solve problems.
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Interdisciplinarity in Engineering
• At Warwick, students undertake the General Engineering course with
modules from multiple disciplines in their first year.

• In the second year, students begin to specialise in one of eleven
disciplines offered at the school.

• Studies show that student engagement and motivation are linked to
the perceived relevance of the module.2

Design interdisciplinary learning activities that
engage students by demonstrating relevance to
their disciplines
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Case study - Interdisciplinary Microcontroller
Laboratory
• The lab was designed to integrate concepts from several disciplines
and this was communicated to the students (pre-Covid).

• There were 3 x 2-hour labs sessions.
• The Arduino design task was open ended to foster problem solving
and creativity.

• Lab guide instructions and design materials were provided.

Detailed lab guide

Design materials

Interdisciplinary Arduino Laboratory
Students could attempt several design configurations which could be linked to various disciplines
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Survey

• Reorder the teaching activities in order of positive impact on your
learning on your learning.

• What course do you plan to study in year 2?
• 350 first-year general engineering

students were surveyed after the labs.

• 225 students responded.

• The learning activities in the lab are related to which of the
following disciplines (select all that apply)?

• The learning activities in the electronics lab are relevant to the
career I plan pursue after university.
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• Students felt the lab was related
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The learning activities in the lab are
related to which of the following
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• SE and GE are interdisciplinary

and their high numbers indicates
perception of interdisciplinarity in
the labs.
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The learning activities in the
electronics lab are relevant to the
career I plan pursue after university.

• 55% agree that labs were relevant
to their future career. Thus, this
significant percentage indicates
students did appreciate the need
to interact across discipline
boundaries through the labs.

• If we consider that 34% were
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undecided about their future
careers from the text responses,
then the actual percentage is
85%.

Conclusion
• We successfully designed and delivered a microcontroller based
interdisciplinary lab for first-year General Engineering students.

• The feedback demonstrates that the labs integrated concepts from
all disciplines.

Further work

• Investigate effect of interdisciplinary lab on student performance.
• Delivering interdisciplinarity online and its impact on learning in the
engineering education space.
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